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ABSTRACT4

A significant challenge to tropical cyclone storm-scale ensemble data assimilation is that ob-5

servations tend to make analyses of storms more asymmetric than the background forecasts.6

Compromised intensity and structure, such as an increase of amplitude across the azimuthal7

Fourier spectrum, are a routine property of ensemble-based analyses, even with accurate8

position observations and frequent assimilation. Dynamics in subsequent forecasts evolve9

these states toward axisymmetry, so it is difficult to distinguish between real and artificial10

asymmetries for dynamical studies and forecasting. To address this problem, we propose11

here a novel algorithm using a storm-centered approach.12

The new algorithm is designed for use with existing ensemble Kalman filter (EnKFs) with13

little or no modification, which facilitates adoption and maintenance. The algorithm con-14

sists of: (1) an environmental analysis using conventional coordinates, (2) a storm-centered15

analysis using storm-centered coordinates, and (3) a merged analysis that combines the two16

fields together at an updated storm location. The algorithm is evaluated for idealized three-17

dimensional storms in radiative–convective equilibrium and for a field of interacting vortices18

in a shallow water model, by comparing solutions against a control based on a conventional19

EnKF scheme. Results show that storm-centered assimilation yields vortices that are more20

symmetric and exhibit finer inner-core structure than for the conventional EnKF, with er-21

rors reduced on average by at least 50%. Fourier spectra of errors exhibit much-reduced22

assimilation-induced asymmetries compared to the conventional scheme. An assessment of23

the impact of the merge step on balance is evaluated in forecasts, which reveals comparable24

height tendency variance in both the storm-centered and conventional EnKF.25
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1. Introduction26

In the last two decades, operational forecasts of tropical cyclone (TC) track have im-27

proved significantly, while advances in intensity forecasts have been more modest, and still28

derive mainly from statistical (DeMaria and Kaplan 1994; DeMaria et al. 2005; Mainelli et al.29

2008), rather than dynamical, models (Elsberry et al. 2007). The fact that numerical mod-30

els effectively simulate hurricane structure in case studies and for idealized configurations31

suggests that errors in the initial condition are a key source of forecast error. Methods for32

initializing forecasts include dynamic initialization to observed surface pressure (Hendricks33

et al. 2011), “vortex bogusing” (Kurihara et al. 1995, 1998), “bogus data assimilation” (Zou34

and Xiao 2000), and vortex relocation (Liu et al. 2000). Although these techniques have35

demonstrated some success, they work well only for synoptic-scale TC forecasts, as they36

do not capture mesoscale storm features, especially at short lead times. Resolving such37

structure requires storm-scale observations and a data assimilation (DA) scheme that can38

effectively spread the information contained in the observations. Here, we seek to improve39

current methods of ensemble DA by adopting a storm-centered approach to address this40

issue.41

A method that appears well suited to this problem is the Ensemble Kalman Filter42

(EnKF), which has the potential to produce both high-quality mesoscale analyses and the43

initial conditions for ensemble forecasting (e.g., Evensen 2003). This method combines state44

estimates from a numerical model with observations through a Kalman filter analysis up-45

date, with statistics drawn from the ensemble. These flow-dependent statistics are especially46

critical for TCs, since the flow near these features departs substantially from time-averaged47

conditions. Torn and Hakim (2009) cycled an EnKF over the lifetime of Hurricane Kat-48

rina (2005) and found reductions in forecast errors of over 50% for both track and intensity49

over control forecasts, while also demonstrating that errors in the ensemble-mean six-hour50

forecasts of minimum pressure are 70% larger when dropsonde observations taken near the51

core of the storm are not assimilated. A larger sample of storms was studied by Torn and52
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Hakim (2010), who continuously cycled an EnKF over the lifetime 10 TCs, showing lower53

track errors as compared to control forecasts for all cases, and lower TC minimum sea-level54

pressure and max wind speed errors for the non-major TCs (less than category 3 on the55

Saffir-Simpson scale). Zhang et al. (2009) showed that assimilating coastal radar data with56

an EnKF greatly improved forecasts of Hurricane Humberto (2007), while Wu et al. (2010)57

showed that by continually assimilating storm position, EnKF analyses were able to resolve58

the secondary eyewall formation for Typhoon Sinlaku(2008) while other simulations assimi-59

lating less data were not. While results of these studies are encouraging, they are limited to a60

small number of cases, and have limited ability to verify the effect of observation assimilation61

on storm structure.62

A significant problem with the conventional EnKF approach for TC assimilation is that63

the ensemble statistics are strongly dominated by storm position, which is manifest in both64

the ensemble mean and covariance estimates. For the ensemble mean, if storm position is65

Gaussian distributed, then averaging effectively smoothes storm structure, but if position has66

non-Gaussian properties averaging can result in much worse artifacts, such as double vortices67

(Chen and Snyder 2006); in any event the mean may not resemble any of the individual68

members. For the covariance estimate, small shifts in the large gradients near the eyewall of69

mature storms create perturbations about the ensemble mean that are much larger than those70

due to intrinsic storm properties, so that the covariances are dominated by information on71

position, rather than structure or intensity (Chen and Snyder 2006; Torn and Hakim 2009).72

If the fine-scale structure of the storm is not well constrained by measurements, spurious73

asymmetrical structures may result. For example, Torn and Hakim (2009) demonstrate74

a whiter azimuthal Fourier spectrum in the posterior compared to the prior forecast, and75

attribute this effect to storm position. Forecasts made from analyses with structural artifacts76

must first recover from the introduced asymmetries through an axisymmetrization process,77

which may be incomplete by the next assimilation cycle. In the absence of a practical solution78

to this problem, use of EnKFs for investigating TC structure and intensity is problematic79
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because it is difficult to separate genuine features in subsequent forecasts and analyses from80

artifacts due to assimilation.81

Several approaches have been proposed to reduce this effect. For example, Lawson and82

Hansen (2005) use a two-step method, first correcting the error in alignment and seeking to83

reduce the non-Gaussianinity so that the next step can resolve remaining errors efficiently.84

This process shows improvement over traditional methods under a variety of scenarios in85

idealized models, but the authors note that the technique is problematic in cases where the86

first step failed to remove all non-Gaussian effects. Hodyss (2011) makes use of a polynomial87

expansion in the innovation, using exponential powers to create a linear update with the88

second, third, and fourth moments and relating this structure back to the prior distribution.89

Better state estimates of curvature of non-normal priors are produced with a quadratic filter90

(i.e., one that uses square products of the innovation) as opposed to standard methods.91

Hodyss further concludes that forecasts for state estimates in situations with significant92

skewness are improved with increasing powers of the innovation expansion. Multi-model93

and higher-moment techniques such as these are, however, more complicated and expensive94

compared to conventional schemes, and require additional consideration for problems where95

localized features are embedded in complex environments.96

Here we propose an algorithm that builds upon existing ensemble data assimilation97

schemes to eliminate, rather than simply reduce or redefine, problems associated with storm98

position. Storm-scale analyses are performed in a storm-centered framework, which removes99

position information. Results from conventional schemes approach the storm-centered re-100

sults in the limit of vanishing storm position spread, so it is useful to estimate the spread101

that necessitates the storm-centered approach. A leading-order Taylor approximation for a102

perturbation, df , to an axisymmetric field, f , due to position error, dr, is103

df ≈
∂f

∂r
dr. (1)

In order for df ≪ dA, where dA is the intrinsic (storm-centered) perturbation amplitude,104
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then105

dr ≪ dA

(

∂f

∂r

)

−1

. (2)

Taking f to be the azimuthal wind speed, a storm with a maximum wind speed of 50 m s−1
106

at a radius of maximum wind of 25 km and A = 5 m s−1 implies that dr ≪ 10 km. Since this107

value is on the order of uncertainty in position measurements, this requirement is unlikely108

to be satisfied for most mature storms.109

The outline of the remainder of the paper is as follows. The algorithm and experiments110

conducted to test its performance are described in section 2. Results for the update step111

from idealized experiments using random draws from a long simulation of a three-dimensional112

(3D) storm in statistical equilibrium are described in section 3, and those for cycling data113

assimilation experiments involving a field of vortices in rotating shallow water are described114

in section 4. Section 5 gives a concluding summary.115

2. Method116

Here we describe the storm-centered assimilation algorithm, followed by an outline of117

two experiments designed to test its efficacy. The storm-centered algorithm proceeds in the118

following steps:119

1. Conventional data assimilation120

2. Storm-centered data assimilation121

3. Merge analyses122

First, conventional data assimilation is performed on the entire computational domain, which123

provides the environment that will be merged with the storm-centered update obtained in124

step 2. The location of the storm in the background forecast is determined for each ensemble125

member using, e.g., minimum surface pressure or maximum circulation. Numerical grids for126
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each ensemble member are co-aligned over a prescribed domain size. Observation estimates127

for the storm-scale assimilation are also defined on the storm-relative grid, which requires128

an estimate of the storm location. Observations of storm location may be used for this129

purpose, or combined with model estimates through data assimilation; here we employ the130

latter approach.131

In step 3, the storm-centered grids are shifted to the updated location and merged with132

the environmental grids obtained from step 1. The merge step may take many forms but here133

we elect for a simple solution that consists of a linear combination of the storm-centered and134

environmental values over a circular ring with a finite thickness centered about the vortex.135

Inside the ring, all weight is placed on the storm-centered update, with increasing weight136

on the environmental solution with distance from the inner edge of the ring until the outer137

edge of the ring where the weight on the storm-centered solution is zero. The choice of the138

prescribed ring size is arbitrary, so long as it is greater than the radial distance of significant139

storm structure.140

A “critical radius,” R, for the merge window is defined as the distance from the storm141

center to the edge of the grid that completely contains the storm. This value is then used142

to determine the radius of the inner edge of the ring, Rin, over which the merge transition143

takes place. Rin is arbitrary, and here we take it to be 3

4
R. The functional shape of the144

transition zone is also arbitrary, and here it is defined by145

weight = 1−
(

cos
πr

2

)2

(3)

where146

r =
r−Rin

R−Rin

(4)

Negative r are set to zero, and r > 1 to 1, so that 0 < r < 1. Thus, for all r ≤ Rin147

the weight on the conventional grid is zero, and for Rin < r < R, the weight on the148

conventional grid increases monotonically toward one. Forecasts proceed as usual from the149

merged analysis, and the algorithm is repeated at the next assimilation time.150
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Although the storm-centered algorithm has clear benefits, it also has problems. Antic-151

ipated weaknesses of the storm-centered algorithm mainly involve variability in the envi-152

ronment such as near mountains and other land surfaces. In these cases repositioning the153

storm leads to artifacts where the geographically fixed surface conditions have disturbed154

the atmosphere. This may be addressed by limiting the size of the storm centered domain155

near land, and not using the algorithm when storms are over land. A second weakness is156

that the storm-centered algorithm is more costly than conventional data assimilation, since157

assimilation is performed twice on the area covered by the storm-centered domain, but that158

cost is typically small in comparison to the expense of the ensemble forecasts.159

To test the functionality and stability of the storm-centered algorithm, two experiments160

are conducted. The first concerns only the analysis step, and uses data sampled randomly161

from a long, statistically steady-state simulation of an idealized tropical cyclone. The second162

experiment concerns cycling an EnKF and compares a conventional EnKF scheme to the163

storm-centering algorithm for vortices in a shallow water model. In both cases we use the164

square-root version of the EnKF with serial observations assimilation described by Whitaker165

and Hamill (2002), but the method should work in most existing ensemble data assimilations166

systems with modest modification.167

a. Experiments with 3D tropical cyclones in statistical equilibrium168

The goal of these experiments is to test only the analysis step of the storm-centered169

algorithm using data from an idealized tropical cyclone simulation, where prior ensemble170

position spread may be easily controlled. Data for the experiments is extracted from a171

100-day simulation generated using the numerical model of Bryan and Rotunno (2009). The172

domain consists of a single grid 1024 km square resolved by a uniform horizontal grid spacing173

of 4 km; this domain is bordered by a region in which the horizontal resolution gradually174

increases to 36 km at the lateral boundaries. Vertical resolution is 250 meters in the lowest175

1.25 km, gradually increasing to 1 km from 10–25 km. An initially weak vortex develops176
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into a mature storm in radiative-convective equilibrium with its surrounding environment177

after approximately 20 days, with an average intensity of 52 m s−1. More details regarding178

properties of the solution are described in Brown and Hakim (2012).179

An ensemble of 50 members is drawn by randomly selecting states from the long solution,180

designating one additional member as the reference (“truth”) state from which gridded181

observations of pressure are drawn. Observation error variance for the pressure observations182

is set to 0.001 hPa2. Small error is chosen so that a relatively small number of observations183

can be used in place of a much larger number of noisier observations. The domain used for184

assimilation experiments consists of a subset of approximately 2/3 of the uniform portion of185

the domain described above. Random Gaussian perturbations are applied to the vortex x186

and y locations of each ensemble member to set the initial position. The ensemble-derived187

covariances are localized using Equation (4.10) of Gaspari and Cohn (1999), using a value of188

780 km for the experiments described in section 3a; errors are a weak function of localization189

radius provided that the radius is larger than the vortex and smaller than the domain size190

(Figure 1).191

To adjust the position spread in the prior, random Gaussian perturbations applied to the192

x and y locations of each ensemble member are set to yield the prescribed spread. Unless193

otherwise noted, all experiments employ a network of 100 evenly spaced observations. The194

measure used to evaluate the performance of each method is the squared error in the ensemble195

mean, averaged over the domain:196

1

NyNx

Ny
∑

j=1

Nx
∑

i=1

(

x̄ij − xt
ij

)2
. (5)

Here Nx and Ny are the number of grid points in the x and y directions, respectively, xt
ij is197

the truth value at position (i, j), and x̄ij is the ensemble mean value at the same location.198

Results are averaged over 20 random trials for each experiment in order to average over199

sampling error.200
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b. Experiments with a field of vortices in the rotating shallow-water equations201

While the experiments described in the previous section test the properties of the update202

step of the storm-centered algorithm at individual times, they do not test the impact on203

subsequent forecasts, or the cumulative effect of many assimilation cycles. Two such ex-204

periments are conducted here for shallow-water vortices that propagate and interact with205

features in the environment. The goals of these experiments are to assess the cumulative ef-206

fect of storm-centered assimilation, and to test the robustness of the grid-merging procedure207

described in step three of the algorithm. Any imbalance introduced by this procedure will208

be realized as increased gravity-wave activity in the subsequent forecast.209

The first experiment consists of an axisymmetric vortex on a beta-plane, with ensemble210

perturbations generated by random Gaussian perturbations to the vortex amplitude and po-211

sition. There are no environmental influences other than the β effect, which causes the vortex212

to drift northwestward. The second experiment involves a vortex dynamically interacting213

with a variable environment consisting of four anticyclones; the location and intensity of214

the cyclonic vortex is perturbed randomly to populate the initial ensemble, and the position215

and intensity of the four anticyclones are fixed. The Coriolis parameter is constant in this216

case. The interaction between the cyclone and the anticyclones causes the vortex to move217

about the domain with intensity and structural changes, which provides a challenge to the218

grid-merge procedure.219

In both experiments the domain is a 2000 km square, with approximately 20 km grid220

spacing; experiments with 10 km resolution give quantitatively similar results (not shown).221

Data assimilation is performed every 12 hours for 60 hours (6 assimilation cycles) in the222

first experiment1, and for the second experiment, every 6 hours for 138 hours (24 assimila-223

tion cycles). An ensemble of 30 members is sufficient to capture the uncertainty in these224

1Due to the beta effect, the vortex drifts toward the domain edge in this case, limiting the number of

assimilation cycles. Moreover, due to low variability in position in 6 hour forecasts, a period of 12 hours was

chosen.
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experiments; results using larger ensembles of up to 100 members give results quantitatively225

similar to those presented in 3b. In both experiments, one additional member is designated226

as the reference (“truth”) solution from which gridded observations of free-surface height are227

drawn. Observation error variance for free-surface height observations is set to 1 m2 while228

error variance in the position observations is set to 0.001 m2. Accurate position observations229

are used to diagnose the effectiveness of the position update of the storm-centered assim-230

ilation; results for larger errors yield consistent results to those given below. Covariance231

inflation is not employed, and the covariance-localization length scale set to 625 km.232

The critical radius R of the merge window is set to 375 km, which encompasses the last233

closed height contour of the vortex in each case. Results are averaged over three random234

trials for each experiment in order to average over sampling error.235

3. Results236

Results for experiments testing only the update step for an idealized hurricane with237

varying prior position spread in the ensemble are presented first, followed by shallow water238

experiments that test the cycling properties of the algorithm.239

a. Idealized 3D tropical cyclones in statistical equilibrium240

The storm-centered algorithm outperforms conventional assimilation for all ensemble241

position spreads (Fig. 2). Relative to the storm-centered results, errors for the conventional242

scheme increase rapidly for prior spreads greater than 12 km, reaching a factor of two larger243

by 24 km, which is still less than the mean radius of maximum wind (about 36 km). In real244

storms, errors in observation estimates of location for mature hurricanes are roughly 20 km245

(Elsberry 1995). TC forecasts, though, can have errors that are much larger, even at short246

lead times; for example, the mean track errors in the 12 h forecasts for all of the 2010 Atlantic247

storms is approximately 63 km (Cangialosi and Franklin 2011). These results suggest two248
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conclusions. First, taking the ensemble spread to be similar to errors in observed position249

estimates implies that the errors in the storm-centered approach are roughly half of those250

for the conventional approach. Taking the ensemble spread to be similar to the mean track251

error of 2010 Atlantic TC forecasts suggests improvements with a storm-centered approach252

by a factor of 4–5. Second, results are consistent with the estimate made in (2): in order for253

the conventional EnKF assimilation to approach the storm-centered results, position spread254

in the forecast must be less than 10 km, or less than half of the error in the observations of255

position of real storms.256

The dependence of the results in Figure 2 to the number of observations is shown in257

Figure 3 for a fixed ensemble position spread of 36 km. Recall that these are extremely accu-258

rate observations, with observation error variance of .001 hPa. The storm-centered approach259

outperforms the conventional approach for nearly every observation density. Although er-260

ror decreases monotonically with number of observations, the error of the storm-centered261

case with 100 observations is not reached by the conventional approach until over 1000 ob-262

servations are assimilated. The storm-centered case displays roughly half the errors of the263

conventional case across a wide range of observation number, even for sparse observation264

networks.265

A summary example of the spatial influence of observations is shown in Figure 4. Con-266

toured fields represent the patterns that dominate the variance in the ensemble mean analysis267

increments (i.e., posterior minus prior), defined by empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs).268

For the conventional increments, a dipole is evident in both EOFs. Combined, these spa-269

tial structures represent 80% of the analysis-increment variance and are attributed to a270

shift in storm position, similar to Figure 4 of Torn and Hakim (2009). In a storm-centered271

framework, 68% of the variance is attributed to storm intensity, with adjustment to the272

mean axisymmetric structure apparent in the leading EOF, whereas the second EOF reflects273

asymmetries, dominated by wavenumber one.274

The effect of storm position spread on assimilated storm structure is diagnosed by ex-275
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amining the error in axisymmetric and asymmetric components at a radius of 50 km, which276

is just outside the mean radius of maximum wind. The asymmetric field is defined here by277

azimuthal waves 1–20. Conventional errors are within 50% of the storm-centered approach278

for prior position spreads less than about 12 km, but increase rapidly for larger displace-279

ments (Figure 5). Normalized errors in the asymmetries in particular become much more280

pronounced once the position spread in the prior increases beyond 24 km. Although errors281

are larger at all azimuthal wavenumbers in the posterior for the conventional algorithm, low282

wavenumbers are most sensitive to position spread (Figure 6). For posteriors computed283

with prior spreads larger than 12 km, almost an order of magnitude difference is evident for284

each wavenumber as compared to a storm-centered posterior. In the limit of decreasing prior285

spread, values are seen to asymptote to the errors of the storm-centered assimilation, which286

is consistent with the estimate made in Equation (2). Focusing only on the posterior error287

in azimuthal waves one and two and comparing with the prior asymmetric structure reveals288

that, for spreads near or larger than the radius of maximum wind, the conventional approach289

exhibits a significant increase in amplitude relative to the prior, especially in wave one (Fig-290

ure 7); that is, conventional data assimilation has artificially increased storm asymmetry291

(cf. Torn and Hakim 2009).292

b. Vortices in rotating shallow water293

The previous section tested the update algorithm for a realistic TC for which the storm294

position spread could be easily controlled. Here the cycling performance of the algorithm295

is tested for two cases that involve an interaction of a vortex with the environment: (1) a296

cyclonic vortex drifting on the beta plane, and (2) a cyclonic vortex interacting with a field297

of anticyclonic vortices. These experiments address the cumulative effect of storm-centered298

assimilation, and the effect of the merge step of the storm-centered algorithm on the balance299

dynamics; i.e., whether the merge introduces shocks that disrupt balance.300

In experiment (1), the vortex drifts on the beta-plane due to a wavenumber-one asym-301
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metry associated with meridional advection of the planetary vorticity gradient. Recall that302

assimilation in a storm-centered framework eliminates position information; this experiment303

thus critically tests the ability of the storm-centered algorithm to resolve the wavenumber-304

one asymmetry needed for vortex translation. Results show the storm-centered ensemble305

exhibits roughly 75% less error than the control over the course of the simulation, and much306

of the difference appears during the first assimilation step (Figure 8). Subsequent times307

maintain the improvement in error, with minor adjustment to storm-centered forecasts for308

the remainder of the simulation.309

The second shallow-water experiment is a harder test, since it involves merging dynam-310

ically changing conventional and storm-centered synoptic fields. Again, the storm-centered311

analyses outperform the conventional control by more than 50% (Fig. 9). Although this312

result is similar to that of the first shallow-water experiment, the same amount of improve-313

ment over a domain where the environment is dynamically changing implies that the merge314

step of the algorithm maps storm-centered and conventional fields without compromising the315

synoptic pattern. Subsequent forecasts confirm this interpretation, since they also maintain316

lower error relative to the control assimilation. To compare the algorithms on a scale on the317

order of the vortex size, errors are evaluated in a storm-relative framework (Fig. 10). The318

reduction in error near the cyclone indicates that the storm-centered algorithm resolves the319

vortex structure better than the control by a factor of 2–3.320

To test whether the merge step generates imbalance in the surrounding environment,321

the spatial variance of the free-surface height tendency in the storm-centered forecasts is322

evaluated, since this quantity is sensitive on short timescales to gravity wave activity. The323

calculation is performed for the initial 2 h of the forecast for both conventional and storm-324

centered techniques, and then averaged over all 30 ensemble members. Results show a close325

comparison between the storm-centered and conventional forecasts (Fig. 11). Although a326

balance adjustment is clear at the start of the forecast for both methods, this lasts only 30 min327

before asymptoting to a slower, balanced, solution. It appears that the storm-centered merge328
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process does not introduce additional imbalance.329

4. Summary and Conclusions330

Research into TC structure and the role of asymmetries in transient intensity change is331

limited by the ability of data assimilation to effectively utilize storm-scale observations. This332

is true even for ensemble filters, which are an attractive tool for these types of investigations333

because flow-dependent statistics are particularly important on the storm scale. We show334

that these statistics are, however, contaminated by position information, and adversely affect335

analyses, even if the forecast of storm-position spread is on the order of observation errors336

for position. In this study we proposed a novel storm-centered ensemble data assimilation337

scheme to eliminate this critical problem. This approach aims to provide reliable analyses of338

storm structure, which are needed for future investigations of the dynamics and predictability339

of storm asymmetries.340

The storm-centered algorithm was tested in two ways: first, using a steady-state idealized341

three-dimensional tropical cyclone simulation, and evaluating the analysis step; and second,342

by cycling data assimilation for vortices in a shallow water model. Storm centered results343

were compared against a control, conventional, EnKF scheme. Improvements to the conven-344

tional assimilation scheme were dramatic, with errors on average half the value of those in345

the control simulation. These results apply across a wide range of position spread and den-346

sity of very accurate observations. Statistics of the analysis increments in the storm-relative347

framework revealed that the leading modes of variability in the assimilation were attributed348

to structural and intensity change, rather than a shift of storm location. Analyses from a349

storm-centered update consistently displayed lower errors in simulated axisymmetric struc-350

ture relative to the control case, and displayed reduced assimilation-induced amplitude in351

asymmetries. We conclude by confirming that the initial estimate given in the introduction,352

that the spread in the prior ensemble must be reduced to much less than the width of the353
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eyewall, applies if assimilation is to be performed using conventional ensemble techniques.354

The cumulative impact of the storm-centered posterior and the sensitivity of the sub-355

sequent forecasts to the merge process of the storm-centered algorithm was tested for 2D356

shallow water vortices interacting dynamically with the environment. The first experiment357

involved a cyclonic vortex drifting on the beta plane, and the second involved a cyclonic358

vortex interacting with four surrounding anticyclones. The storm-centered algorithm consis-359

tently showed lower errors across the domain, with reduction in errors 50-70% on average.360

Errors computed with respect to the scale of the cyclonic vortex in the storm-centered361

simulations also demonstrated quantitatively similar improvement relative to the control362

assimilation. Moreover, the storm-centered analyses produced forecasts that were not only363

dynamically balanced, but also consistently maintained improvements in error relative to364

the conventional forecasts. These results are encouraging and motivate further research to365

implement the algorithm for fully three-dimensional, real, tropical storms.366
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Fig. 1. Squared error in pressure (hPa2) of the ensemble-mean posterior as a function
of localization radius. Spread in the prior is fixed at 36 km, and 100 observations are
assimilated.
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Fig. 2. Normalized squared error of the ensemble-mean posterior as a function of position
spread in the prior. 100 observations are assimilated.
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Fig. 3. Squared error in pressure (hPa2) of the ensemble-mean posterior as a function of
the number of evenly spaced observations. Spread in the prior is fixed at 36 km. Results for
the conventional EnKF are given by the solid line, and for the storm-centered approach in
the dashed line.
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ments for conventional (left column) and storm-centered assimilation (right column). Gray
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Fig. 5. Normalized squared error of the azimuthal mean (solid line) and the asymmetries
(dashed line) in the ensemble-mean posterior as a function of prior position spread. Results
are normalized by the storm-centered posterior for 100 observations.
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Fig. 6. Squared error in the ensemble-mean posterior (hPa2) as a function of azimuthal
wavenumber at a radius of 50 km. Results are shown for prior position spreads of 0 km
(solid black line), 12 km (dashed black line), 36 km (solid gray line), and 60 km (dashed
gray line).
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Fig. 7. Comparison of squared error (hPa2) in the prior and posterior for azimuthal
wavenumbers one and two as a function of position spread in the prior. Wavenumber one
is given by black lines and wavenumber two by gray lines. Solid lines denote the prior and
dashed lines the posterior. Results apply at a radius of 50 km. Vertical dashed-dot line
denotes the average location of the radius of maximum wind.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of squared error in the ensemble-mean free-surface height (m2) in the
prior and posterior for a vortex drifting on a beta plane as a function of time. Dashed lines
denote the posteriors and solid lines the prior; black lines denote the storm-centered results,
and gray lines the conventional results. Assimilation is performed every 12 h.
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Fig. 9. As in Fig. 8 except for a cyclonic vortex interacting with four surrounding anticy-
clonic vortices in the environment. Assimilation is performed every 6 h.
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Fig. 10. As in Fig. 9 except errors apply over a smaller domain located near the cyclonic
vortex.
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Fig. 11. Variance in free-surface height tendency (m2s−2) over the domain during the initial
part of the forecast for both storm-centered (dashed lines) and conventional assimilation
(solid lines). Curves represent averages of the 30 ensemble members from one trial of the
experiment with a cyclonic vortex interacting with four surrounding anticyclonic vortices.
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